We report ultrafast measurements of the dynamic thermal expansion of a surface and the temperature dependent surface thermal diffusivity using a two-color reflection transient grating technique. Studies were performed on p-type, ntype, and undoped GaAs(100) samples at several temperatures. Using a 75 fs ultraviolet probe with visible excitation beams, the electronic effects that dominate single color experiments become negligible; thus surface expansion due to heating and the subsequent contraction caused by cooling provide the dominant influence on the diffracted probe. The diffracted signal was composed of two components, thermal expansion of the surface and heat flow away from the surface, allowing the determination of the rate of expansion as well as the surface thermal diffusivity. At room temperature a signal rise due to thermal expansion was observed, corresponding to a maximum average displacement of = 1 A at 32 ps. Large fringe spacings were used, thus the dominant contributions to the signal were expansion and diffusion perpendicular to the surface. Values for the surface thermal diffusivity of GaAs were measured and found to be in reasonable agreement with bulk values above 50 °K. Below 50 °K, the diffusivity at the surface was more than an order of magnitude slower than in the bulk due to increased phonon boundary scattering. Comparison of the results with a straightforward thermal model yields good agreement over a range of temperatures (12 -300°K). The applicability and advantages of the transient grating technique for studying photothermal and photoacoustic phenomena are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of laser radiation with matter is an extensively studied field, in particular, the response of a medium to the impulsive deposition of heat. 17 A necessary consequence of this deposition is thermal expansion of the surface, and the simultaneous generation of acoustic waves through out the lattice. Thermal expansion of dielectric mirrors, propagation of heat in microelectronics, and the dissipation of heat during material processing serve as examples of the importance of this process. In particular, thermal expansion in semiconductors is a topic of technological as well as scientific importance since it plays an important role in determining the residual stresses in solid state devices. Lattice mismatch and biaxial stress due to different rates of thermal expansion between multilayer semiconductor structures can generate dislocations that alter the band structure of the materials and influence carrier relaxation processes. Previous experiments have reported the observation of the transient perpendicular expansion of a heated surface, indirectly using picosecond photothermal deflection spectroscopy8, and directly using the two-color transient grating technique9. However, while photothermal deflection spectroscopy can only measure expansion perpendicular to the surface, the transient grating method has the potential for measurement of the expansion both in and out of the plane of the surface. In addition, the signal decay provides a measure of the thermal conductivity along each crystallographic axis. This paper discusses the use of a two-color reflection transient grating technique to measure the ultrafast expansion rate and thermal diffusivity of a surface.
In a transient grating experiment, two laser pulses with wave vectors kexc and kexc are temporally and spatially overlapped on the surface of a sample as shown in Fig. 1 . The interference between the two pulses forms a sinusoidal grating pattern on the sample surface with a fringe spacing,f, related to the angle between the two beams, 0, by the relation 1= exc'2 sin(O/2) ,where, exc the excitation wavelength in vacuum. The optical energy absorbed by the material results in local heating and thermal expansion, simultaneously launching acoustic waves with a wavelength determined by the fringe spacing. This produces a time-dependent modulation of the sample density, resulting in a time-dependent oscillation of the real and imaginary indices of refraction with the same periodicity as the interference pattern. A variably time delayed probe pulse diffracts off the optically induced density modulations, producing a signal that reflects their periodicity, magnitude, and time dependence.
For many years transient gratings have been used to study a variety of ultrafast processes in condensed phase materials. 10-14 In particular, the transient grating (TO) technique has proven quite successful for studying thermal flow6'7 and acoustic propagation15 in thin films as it has the advantage of non contact generation and detection of a well-defined heat source at the surface or in the bulk of a sample. Like the photothermal deflection method, the TO technique is sensitive to minute displacements of the surface, and can be used to determine the surface temperature profiles and expansion dynamics16. Unlike other photothermai methods, however, transient gratings have the ability to discriminate between signals arising from each of the three crystallographic axes of a sample simply by varying the periodicity of the grating and the excitation geometry. The results presented here were performed with a large fringe spacing, i.e., fringe spacing >> optical absorption depth. Under these conditions, the resulting signal is primarily due to expansion and contraction perpendicular to the surface region and can be modeled reasonably well with one-dimensional solutions. For small fringe spacing however, this technique is sensitive to the component of expansion in the plane of the surface, provided the thermal diffusivity is long relative to the rate of expansion.
While transient grating experiments have traditionally been performed in transmission, a recent paper by Fishman, et. al. has demonstrated that this method is sensitive to surface properties when performed in the reflection grating geometry, while transmission studies are dominated by bulk properties.179 This was experimentally demonstrated by using the technique to measure thermal flow and ultrasonic propagation in thin films.6' The transmitted diffracted signal is proportional to the change in the dielectric constant, /c, created by the grating, which leads to a equal spatial weighting of the signal contributions throughout the material. The reflected signal, however, is proportional to to first order in c.
Thus the reflection signal is only generated from the spatial regions where an abrupt change of the dielectric constant exists, i.e., the surface or interfacial regions of the sample. For reflection transient gratings, the maximum depth from which signal can be effectively be generated is ?t/4itn, which corresponds to a material with no absorption.18 As the material becomes more optically dense (i.e., absorption depth << optical wavelength), absorption becomes increasingly shallow, thus both the reflected signal and the transmitted signal are generated progressively closer to the surface. The surface can be selectively studied by using a probe wavelength far down the edge of an intense absorption band where the optical density is low, thus creating a large difference between the spatial regions from which the transmitted and reflected signals are generated. As the probe wavelength approaches the absorption band, the difference in the spatial region sampled in reflection and transmission decreases. Thus by varying the laser wavelength and experimental grating geometry one can selectively probe to different depths in the sample, allowing the investigation of surface, interface, and bulk phenomena. Here we report the extension of this technique to the study of transient thermal expansion and diffusivity at a surface. The time delayed probe beam bisects the angle between the excitation beams, giving rise to a diffracted signal collinear with both of the specularly reflected excitation beams.
THEORY
A complete theoretical treatment of the transient grating signal from highly absorbing materials in the reflection geometry has recently been published, providing the formalism for analyzing the data herein.'79 This formalism includes the spatial distribution of the grating-induced dielectric constant profile perpendicular to the sample surface which had not previously been treated. If we consider a semi-infinite plane of absorbing material with a complex dielectric constant, e, the reflected diffraction efficiency, r, is proportional to the square modulus of the grating peak-to-null difference in the complex dielectric constant. For a sample with weak absorption, the reflected diffracted signal arises from a maximum depth of SPIE Vol. 1856 Laser Radiation Photophysics (1993)! 107 diffracted signal x A/4itn, while the signal from a strongly absorbing sample is generated in a region within half an absorption depth of the surface or interface. A general expression for the one-dimensional reflected diffraction efficiency of the probe is given by
where L c, (0, and E(z,t) are the unperturbed dielectric constant of the sample, speed of light, probe beam angular frequency, and grating peak-to-null modulation of the dielectric constant, respectively. The complex index of refraction, n = (n + ik) = ()1/2, is modulated with the grating periodicity, resulting in ñ'(y,z,t) = n + M(y,z,t) = n + cos(y) {M(z,t) + iAk(z,t)) , (2) where = 4ltsifl(O)Aexc 15 the magnitude of the grating wave vector. Ignoring second order terms in leads to a dielectric constant modulation with a grating peak-to-null amplitude of ,(z,t) = 2ñ {M(z,t) + iLk(z,t)} . (3) Thus in the small angle limit, i.e. I I>>sin2O, Eqn. 1 can be reduced to
Here M(z,t) is the grating peak-to-null modulation of the complex index of refraction, and k which equals n + ik), is the magnitude of the complex probe wave vector, where n and k are the real and imaginary indices of refraction respectively.
The driving force for the transient grating signal in our experiment is the impulsive deposition of an amount of heat q in the lattice by nonradiative relaxation following optical absorption. This leads to a spatially varying temperature distribution in the lattice given by ET -a z -x2+ 2'2a2 i.tT(x,y,z,t = 0) =_._2. e exc (1 + cos (ny)) e ' ' " . ( 
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Here LT0 = q (1er ) I pG is the initial temperature rise at a grating peak a distance z into the surface, aexc is the optical absorption coefficient at the excite wavelength, p is the unperturbed density, C is the heat capacity at constant volume, and a is the excitation beam radius. At time t =0, the sample has been excited by the driving force, but there are as yet no displacements, thus the total strain and the resulting stress must be zero. As the surface thermally expands, the grating peaks are displaced towards the grating nulls and perpendicular to the plane of the surface, and counter propagating acoustic waves are simultaneously launched. This creates a strain, , in the medium which in turn induces an isotropic thermal stress given by 3ByiT0, where B is the bulk modulus and y is the coefficient of thermal expansion. Because excited states have a negligible effect on the time scale of our signal, only strain induced contributions to M need to be considered. The grating peak-to-null variations in the real and imaginary indices of refraction due to the presence of strain, respectively, are:
zk(z,t) = -Z(z,t) k . The contributions to Etn and Ek have been discussed in detail previously.11 The strain is related to local changes in the material density by the relation Lp(z,t) = -p0 Z(z,t) .
The densitX change in one dimension is proportional to first order to the displacement, Au, of the grating in that dimension,20 thus Añ(z,t) cc Ap(z,t) cc Au(z,t). The displacement of the surface due to thermal expansion provides a real experimental observable which we can use in place of M(z,t) in Eqn. 4 to calculate the diffraction efficiency of the reflected probe beam in the z-direction. To find the time-dependent expansion in the z-direction, the acoustic field equations must be solved. For an isotropic cubic medium such as GaAs, they need only be solved in one dimension. Thus the relevant equations are:
;_Z 
where u is the material displacement in the z-direction resulting from the strain, ,and v5 is the velocity of sound in the material. These equations have been solved with the initial condition of zero strain everywhere and the boundary condition of zero stress at the free surface, i.e. c(z= 0) = 0, at all times to find the temporal evolution of the strain field5:
Here aexc which equals 4itkexc/Aexc, 5 the absorption coefficient at the excite wavelength, corresponding to an absorption depth 8 = l/cLexc. This solution assumes no flow of heat away from the surface. The first bracketed term in this equation represents the strain due to thermal expansion in the region near z = 0, assuming an instantaneous temperature rise of the lattice. To be strictly valid, our calculation should take into account the rise in temperature as the nonequilibrium phonons equilibrate; however, since the phonons reach equilibrium within the first 3 ps of the signal rise the temperature rise can be treated as instantaneous without significant impact.21 The second term in Eqn. 12 describes the acoustic pulse generated by thermal expansion propagating into the bulk at the speed of sound.
The change in the displacement of the surface region due to expansian onl is obtained by integrating Eqn. 12 from z to 0o over dz'. To first order in aexcZ, the integral is proportional to (1-e exc"s which is valid in the near field region where aexcZ << 1, corresponding to a probe depth that is shallow compared to the depth of excitation in the sample. This is a reasonable assumption for the experimental results presented here as the probe depth is -15% of the excite depth. We also assume that the thermally-induced expansion of the surface is fast on the time scale required for the diffusion of heat out of the surface region, hence contraction of the surface is limited by thermal diffusion. The displacement of the surface region a distance z into the surface at time tis thus given by u(z,t) = (1-evst) T(r,t), (13) where T(r,t) is the temperature profile due to thermal diffusion. Only diffusional flow will be considered, i.e. the mean free path of the phonons is short compared to the sample thickness. The temperature profile as a function of time and distance into the surface can be determined by solving the heat conduction equation for a point source of unit strength and an infinitely thick absorbing material22:
The thermal diffusion constant D is given by ic/pC, where ic is the thermal conductivity tensor. The initial condition used to solve Eqn. 14 is given in Eqn. 5. The three dimensional problem is simplified by separation of variables with the appropriate boundary conditions to T(r,t) = ET(x,y,z,t = 0) T(x,t) T(y,t) T(z,t). On our experimental time scale the radial diffusion of heat is small compared to the Gaussian excitation spot size, thus the x and y Gaussian profiles can be treated as constants across the excitation spot. However, the dielectric constant is also modulated in the y-direction by the grating heat profile. This cannot be neglected and leads to a solution of the form T(y,t) = (i + eYP2t cos(y)), where D is the diffusion constant in the y-direction.23 In the z-direction we apply the boundary conditions .L = and T(z -* 0° t) = T(t = 0), to obtain the 1-dimensional analytic solution':
The temperature profile used in our calculations is thus the product of Eqns. 15 and 16. This product is substituted into Eqn.
13 to find the net displacement of the surface, which in turn replaces the variable M(z,t) in Eqn. 4. Equation 4 is then solved numerically to find the reflected diffracted signal efficiency, i.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A copper vapor laser amplified, colliding pulse mode-locked ring dye laser, cavity dumped at 8 kHz, was used for our experiments.24'25 This system produced nominally 75 fs pulses at 2.0 eV (s-polarized), which were fs spatial filtered to improve beam quality, then frequency Experiments were performed for several fringe spacings ranging from 3 to 10 pm. For the data presented here, the directed into a retroreflector mounted on a computer controlled delay stage for use as the probe beam. The strongly attenuated probe was focused to a 65 jtm diameter on the sample, at an angle bisecting the two excitation beams as shown in Fig. 1 . Because the grating depth was so shallow (i.e., h/aexc << exc)' the Bragg condition for diffraction was ,relaxed. Hence the wave vector matching conditions for the transient grating signal were k = k where = ke cexc The resulting diffracted signal appeared in reflection, collinear with both of the specularly reflected excitation kams. Excitation beam k was chopped, and the diffracted signal collinear with the reflected excitation beam k was detected by a photomultipier tube and lock-in amplifier whose output was digitized by a computer as a function of efay. The geometry of the experiment was such that the detector could potentially observe both the diffracted UV probe beam and second harmonic generated by the unchopped excitation beam. However, the lock-in amplification techni9ue used subtracted any residual competing linear or nonlinear effects from the probe or the unchopped excitation beam kexc• In addition, the signal disappeared if any one of the three input beams were blocked, verifying it was the result of a four-wave mixing process. A power dependence study showed the diffracted signal to be linear in the intensity of each of the excitation and probe beams over one and a half orders of magnitude in signal intensity. Multiple scans of the delay line were averaged to improve signal to noise. The same baseline was obtained after each scan, demonstrating that no irreversible had damage occurred. Experiments were performed on a p-type, n-type, and undoped single crystal GaAs(100) samples, nominally 300-500 tm thick, with a variety of dopant concentrations. The samples were placed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber, maintained at 1O torr, to reduce damage due to surface contamination and condensation during low temperature experiments. All samples had a thin surface oxide layer (2-3 nm), which resulted in a slight increase in the absorption coefficient of the materials. However, because it was much thinner than the optical absorption depth it has little direct effect on the optical properties. Low temperature experiments were performed using a UHV liquid helium cooled cryostat, with a feedback temperature controller to vary the temperature. Data was taken over a range of equilibrium temperatures from 12 to 300 °K with fluctuations of approximately 0.2 °K over the length of a grating time scan. To reduce the initial temperature jump, the low temperature experiments were performed with beam energies over an order of magnitude lower than the maximum energy quoted above.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
When GaAs is excited by photons with energies greater than the band gap energy (1.43 eV), electrons are excited out of the valence band into the conduction band. The three transitions allowed for a 2.0 eV pump pulse on the GaAs(lOO) surface are shown in Fig. 3 . Electrons can be excited from the heavy hole, light hole and split-off valence bands into the conduction band F-valley. The creation of electron-hole pairs produces a change in the dielectric function L which can be described at low intensities by the Drude model since the excitation wavelength is relatively near the band edge. Single color pumpprobe measurements at 2 eV show a rapid absorption saturation transient on the order of 100 fs due to the electronic carriers scattering out of their initial excited state and assuming a broad energy distribution.26 The excited distribution relaxes to the conduction band minimum via electron-phonon coupling on a 1-2 ps time scale. The relaxation of these carriers results in the transfer of heat from the carrier distribution to the lattice phonons. This creates a nonequilibnum phonon distribution which equilibrates within approximately 3 PS at 300 0K21 Radiative recombination brings the electrons back to the valence band within 1 ns to 1 p,s, dependin on the carrier density excited in the medium.Z7 Our 2 eV excite/4 eV probe data shows no evidence of the electronic effects discussed above; instead we see a 30-33 5 rise time attributed to the thermal expansion of the GaAs perpendicular to the plane of the surface. The signal decays to the lie point within 150-160 ps due to conduction of heat away from the surface (Fig. 4) . Since the 4 eV light probes aset of ground states further down the valence band edge than were initially excited by the 2 eV grating (Fig. 3) , electronic effects, such as interband saturation and intervalley scattering, are negligible. Thus the diffracted signal arises solely from density changes at the surface created by heat transfer from the carriers to the lattice phonons and their subsequent equilibration. Figure 4 shows representative data taken on n-type (Si, 1 x i018 cm3) and p-type (Zn, 6 x 1018 cm3) samples at 300 °K. The signal from the n-type sample rises to a maximum within 3 1 ps, and decays to the lie point within 156 ps, while the signal from the p-type sample rises in 33 ps and decays in 150 ps. As can be seen, the differences inthe rising edge and decay of the data are within the experimental noise. Only two curves are displayed for ease of viewing, however similar results were also obtained for undoped samples and different dopant concentrations. If the signal observed were due to electronic effects, a change in the optically induced carrier density, dopant type (i.e. electrons vs. holes), or dopant concentration would affect the carrier transport and thus the temporal nature of the signal. Kash and Tsang have verified this by measuring the rise and decay rate of the hot phonon population in GaAs as a function of these parameters.21 They found that the nonequilibrium decay rate in GaAs decreased as the carrier density increased, going from 8 ps to 4 ps, as the carrier density increased from 1016 cm3 to 1017 cm3. The nonequilibrium phonon population was also found to be much smaller in the p-type sample, because the cold (doped )holes provided an additional mechanism for the initial cooling of the injected electrons by electron-hole scattering. This reduced the phonon lifetime to approximately 2 ,ps. Transient absorption studies of the effect of variations in the optically induced carrier density corroborate these results.Z6,28 We did not observe a significant change in the either the rise or decay constants of our signal as the dopant type and concentration were changed. Nor did we observe a change in the time dependence of the signal as the excitation density was varied over an order of magnitude. We also do not observe any measurable change in the time-dependence of the signal by simultaneously rotating the polarization of the excitation pulses. Since the light and heavy hole bands are not perfectly isotropic, optical transitions from these states give rise to an anisotropic momentum distribution, the decay of which is polarization dependent. Thus an electronically derived signal should be affected by the incident light polarization. i2,29 The above results confirm that the phenomena observed is thermomechanical in nature. The decay constant corresponding to the lie point in the decay is Time (ps) experimentally determined to be 156 ps. Again the contribution due the effect of phenomena occurring perpendicular to the surface.
Because of the large fringe spacing used in these experiments, we expect the influence of the parallel expansion component to be negligible The mean thermal diffusion distance in GaAs is 1 pm, thus on the time scale of our measurements the heat will have propagated only one fifth of the way to the next grating fringe, reducing the contribution of the parallel thermal expansion to the diffracted signal to less than 5%. This was verified for a range of grating fringe spacings (3-10 jim). In many materials it would be possible to measure the parallel expansion of the surface. To resolve this, the grating fringe . 0.8
spacing must be on the order of or less than the skin depth of the excitation beams. In GaAs this requires a fringe spacing of << 1 .Lm. This leads to a signal decay due to thermal diffusion in the plane of the sample on the order of the thermal expansion rise time, making the parallel versus perpendicular expansion difficult to resolve in GaAs. In general, this limitation is not present in all materials, and the prediction of using transient gratings to time resolve parallel versus perpendicular expansion should be possible. Figure 5 shows a representative data set on n-type GaAs (Si, 1 x 1018 cm3) with a one adjustable parameter least squares fit to the data using the model described in Sec. 2. Part (b) shows a high resolution scan of the rising edge due to thermal expansion with the same theoretical fit. Constants used in the calculation for GaAs at 300 °K are shown in Table I .
The adjustable parameter in the fit is the absorption coefficient at the excitation wavelength, ccexc 1.5 X iO cm'. The calculated value of aexc results in an optical absorption depth of 65 nm at the pump wavelength, while the probe penetrates to only 13 nm (i.e., the first 23 atomic layers of the surface. The value required to fit the data is substantially larger (' 4 times) than the literature value for crystalline GaAs; however, it should be noted that there is a significant variation (a factor of at least 2) in the values reported for the absorption coefficient in the literature, due to the influence of surface preparation on this measurement.3° Also, a survey of the literature has shown that similar absorption phenomena has commonly been observed in ultrafast experiments without a definitive explanation.3 136 In order to evaluate the magnitude of the surface selectivity it is useful to define an effective grating depth for the surface component of the signal. The excitation is initially deposited with a Beer's absorption depth profile, which equilibrates with sufficient rapidity near the surface to appear uniform to the probe. The grating excitation can therefore be assumed to be uniform, i.e., bc(z) iE0, where 5Co is a constant. The effective grating surface probe depth at the 50% absorption point can then be defined as zö = ? I (4ir)J8 Thus the reflected diffracted signal is essentially generated within the first 6 nm of the surface, i.e., the first 10 atomic layers. . The smooth line through the data is a one adjustable parameter fit to the data using the model described in Sec. 2 and parameters in Table I . Adjustable parameter is aexc 1. rise of the lattice at room temperature associated with the thermal expansion signal, is given by iT = (E IA p C ) -22-220°K . The temperature range given is based on the range of laser energies densities (0.4-4.0 mJ/cm2) used in our experiments. Here E is the absorbed laser energy (18-180 nJ/beam), corrected for the normal incidence reflectivity of the surface (1 -R = 66%).30 The excitation spot size is A = 64 x 10-6 cm2, and = 65 nm is the experimentally determined value for the optical absorption depth at the excite wavelength. The room temperature specific heat at constant pressure per unit volume is pC = 1.8 J0K/cm3.i7 If the literature value for the optical absorption depth is used, this temperature range reduces to 5.8-58 °K. The maximum temperature value corresponds to a maximum net perpendicular displacement of the surface of (T Y ) 1 A, where Y = 6 x 106/oK is the linear expansion coefficient for bulk GaAs.38 Assuming this displacement is uniformly distributed throughout the optical excitation absorption depth, this corresponds to an average displacement per atomic layer of (1 A/i 15 atomic layers) = 0.008 A, or 0.1%. It is the sum of these individual displacements which gives rise to the overall net displacement of 1 A. This is of course an average estimate, as the surface atomic layers are expected to have a displacement several times larger than those 115 layers into the bulk. 4 .a. Temperature dependent surface thermal diffusivity Figure 7 shows data taken on a p-type sample with a Zn dopant concentration of 6 x i018 cm3 at 300, 50, and 20 °K. This sample was chosen because literature values exist for the bulk diffusivity as a function of temperature for GaAs with this dopant type and concentration.39 The solid lines through the data are fits using the model in Sec. 2 with the parameters appropriately adjusted for temperature (see Table I ). The material band gap energy increases approximately 35 meV as the temperature decreases to several degrees Kelvin. However, because the excite wavelength is approximately 500 meV above the band edge, the effective absorption is not expected to change significantly as a function of temperature. The low temperature data is fit using the value of aexc obtained at room temperature, and varying the diffusivity until a reasonable match with the data was obtained. The rising edge becomes faster (33 ps -25 ps) as the temperature decreases to 50 °K, but begins to slow down again by 20 °K. This is consistent with the fact that the linear expansion coefficient becomes negative between 12 and 56 °K, corresponding to a region of contraction rather than expansion.38 Table I .
Time (ps)
The experimental values given for D at 300 and 50°K in Table I are close to or within the range reported in the literature for the bulk diffusivity.37'39'40 At 20 °K however, the experimental value for Dis smaller than the bulk value by more than an order of magnitude. The theoretical fit in Fig. 8 demonstrates our ability to fit diffusional flow away from the surface with a high degree of accuracy, confirming that the surface diffusivity is decidedly different than the bulk value at low temperatures. This is most likely due to an increased scattering rate at defect sites near the surface. Phonons are the major source of heat conduction in GaAs below room temperature. A high phonon scattering rate reduces the ability of the phonons to efficiently conduct heat throughout the lattice, resulting in a lower thermal diffusivity. Near room temperature conduction of heat through the lattice is dominated by phonon-phonon scattering and is independent of impurity effects; here three-phonon normal and 1,Jmklapp processes are the prime phonon scatterers. As the temperature is reduced below 100 °K, electron-phonon scattering increasingly begins to contribute to thermal equilibration. Large numbers of impurities can introduce strains in the lattice, and these strains can act as scattering 1 As a result, the diffusivity is highly Because the surface represents a much larger boundary area than normally encountered in the bulk, it not unreasonable to expect the surface scattering rate to be much larger than observed for the bulk. This would result in the low surface diffusivity we observe at 20 °K. The values at higher temperatures are relatively unaffected as impurity and phonon-phonon scattering are approximately equivalent in the bulk and at the surface.
4.b. Optical absorption
The largest uncertainty in the application of our model at high temperatures comes from the value used for the optical absorption coefficient. We have considered a number of theories which could phenomenologically explain an increase in optical absorption. It is most likely that the ultrafast electronic excitation causes a transient change in the complex index of refraction which artificially reduces the optical absorption depth in the material. If the incident pulse length is sufficiently short compared to the electron-phonon transfer time, then a nonequilibrium eleciron-lattice temperature will exist.42 Since the electronic heat capacity is much less than the lattice heat capacity, it is possible to produce transient electron temperatures far in excess of the lattice temperature. The electron heat capacity depends linearly on the electron temperature, thus the effect of an increased electronic temperature is an increased thermal relaxation time. The ultrafast deposition of heat produces a thermally-induced change in the complex index of refraction This could also result in the long time scale transient absorption changes commonly observed in GaAs.26'28 Another result of high electron temperature is an increase in the collision frequency of the electron distribution. This can create a high temperature solid density electron-hole plasma at the surface which increases absorption. As the plasma exceeds a critical density, enough energy is transferred to the lattice to cause melting. Above the plasma threshold the acoustic field equations no longer accurately describe the surface motion and it becomes necessary to treat the surface expansion hydrodynamically.43 '44 The maximum excitation energy in our experiments was approximately E= 4 mJ/cm2. This corresponds to a plasma density ofN = 4'exc El/i (0exc(1+1)2 8 x 1020 cm3, where E is the energy per cm2 at the excite frequency°e xc Since both the plasma and energy densities for our experiments are below the surface melting threshold of GaAs (30 mJ/cm2),32'33 it is unlikely that the absorption increase we observe is a plasma-induced phenomena. Also, the energy density in our experiments was 0.6 Id/cm3 using the value of aexc from our calculations, compared to a latent heat of melting of 2.85 kJ/cm3. This would indicate that ionization was minimal for the results presented here, and that the energy density was below the threshold for surface melting. Furthermore, the Lindemann criterion states that a solid melts when the vibrational amplitudes of the atoms reach a critical fraction of the nearest neighbor distance, approximately 1O%. The average displacement of each surface atomic layer was determined to be 0. 1 % for the experiments presented here. While the vibrational amplitudes of the atoms are 2-3 times larger for the top layers of the crystal surface than for those one absorption depth into the bulk, it is clear we are below the value required for melting. Hence the theoretical model used should be valid for the excitation energies investigated.
We have used the simplest model possible to analyze our results while still retaining the essential features of the data. Overall, the model presented here describes the thermal expansion and diffusion processes observed reasonably well. However, while the increased absorption is at least partly phenomenological, we must also consider the validity of our theoretical model. One possibility for the anomaly is the assumption in Eqn. 13 that the diffusion of heat out of the surface region is slow on the time scale of the expansion signal. While this is a valid assumption to first order, the two phenomena are interrelated. Changing the value of aexc primarily influences the rising edge, while the falling edge is dependent on both D5 and aexc thus both phenomena must be treated simultaneously. The effect of a nonequilibrium temperature distribution can be included by replacing the standard heat conduction equation (Eqn. 14) with the coupled nonlinear equations relating the electron and phonon temperature distributions.42 One final consideration is that our model is based upon equations of motion for the bulk crystal. The force constants of atoms near the surface are assumed to be the same as for those in the bulk, and thus are evaluated with respect to the positions corresponding to uniform thermal expansion throughout the crystal. In reality, the mean-square amplitudes of atoms at the surface of the crystal are significantly larger than in the bulk. Thus in a more general treatment of surface phenomena anharmonic effects should be taken into consideration.
CONCLUSIONS
We have directly measured the transient thermal expansion and diffusivity of a GaAs surface using a two-color reflection transient grating technique. For a highly absorbing material, such as GaAs, the technique is selective to the first few atomic layers of the surface. Isolation of the expansion signal requires the selection of wavelengths which pump and probe different regions of the electronic band structure in the sample. The surface thermal diffusivity was determined to be equivalent to the bulk value above 50°K ; however, below 50°K D was over an order of magnitude slower than the bulk diffusivity due to increased phonon boundary scattering. This reduction in the surface diffusivity may have implications in the low temperature performance of thin film semiconductor devices. We have demonstrated that the expansion signal perpendicular to the surface can be successfully modeled using a straightforward one dimensional analytic theory. The work reported here is restricted to large grating fringe spacing, validating the applicability of this technique to measure the perpendicular surface thermal expansion and diffusivity. However, the true power of the reflection transient grating technique lies in its ability to simultaneously measure phenomena in and out of the plane of the surface by varying the fringe spacing of the grating. Thus this promises to be the first technique with the capability of time resolving both the parallel and perpendicular thermal expansion and diffusivity of a surface.
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